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The word Sogba comes from the Nupe language, meanmg
"lightning" 0 •

In its more elaborate form the cult celebrates an annual
communal ceremony fixed for either the second or seventh
month of the year. During this period the men sacrifice a dog
in great secrecy while the women sing and dance carrying rods
and small bells. At the request of a client the Sogba priest
performed a vitual in the presence of his fellow villagers and
strangers °

These ministrations are :invoked for one or two reasons
either to procure the fertility of a childless woman or bring
about the punishment of offenders, especially thieves, whose
indentity is unknown. In either case a small payment in kola
nuts and money is made to the priests. The rituai involves
the use of a special object of the cult. It consists of a forked
wooden post cut from a particular tree in such a manner that
it resembles a tree cut in two by lightning and planted in the
ground inside a hut or in the open space. Around the foot of
the post; there are a number of flat, black, polished stones,
which are described as thunderbolts (Sokogba). Nothing is
lmown about the origin of the stones save that some have been
collected by the grandfather of the present priest and others
were inherited from more distant ancestors. The priest owns
a shrine containing a nameless medicine and few bell-rods.

The Chief is asked to sit in a hut away from the scene of
the actual rite, which is being performed by the priest and two
assistants (his sons or brothers). The priest crouches in
front of the forked post while his assistants stand on his right
and left, each one gripping one of the branches of the fork.
He pours a little palm wine on the thunderbolts and on the
ground. Briefly and informally he invokes "Kuti" explaining
the nature of the request. The usual phrase is "Sogba may the
woman bear a child", or "Sogba may the wicked person be
killed" if the aim of the rite is to procure child -birth.
The priest afterwards goes to the woman touches her with one
of the bell-rods and gives her a little medicine known as
cigbe, which she must drink for four days. The barren
woman will then hope to bear a child; and the person who had
suffered injury at the hands of an unknown culprit will be
assured that the latter will be killed by lightning, not at once
or within a definite period, but will surely be killed in future.
The latter part involves a final duty of the Sogba priest, which
is to bury all persons killed by lightning and to perform the
appropriate rites of the Sogba cult for these victims of divine
punishment.

The children born after the intercession of Kutisogba are
tied to the cult for life 0 Immediately after the birth the
hereditary priest, known as "Zigi" must be informed so
that he may in turn inform the kuti by means of anothe;
sacrifice. Afterwards the zigi presents the infant with a
special charm in the form of a tiny dagger which the child
must wear all his life around his neck. Generally the child
is given the nam.e Sogba and is referred to as "egisogba"
meaning "the chIld of Sogba'. If such a child is sick, his

parents will not seek help from any other prOfeSSion~.
medicine men but from zigi who does n~t charge. an~emg .
for this further asistance. Thus the chIld remams t
responsibility of the Sogba cult, cind when such chi~d:en
grow up and marry they will invoke the Sogba sacrIfIce so

that their union might be blessed.
Today the survival of Sogba cult is threatened by mo~~rn

o 01 0sation The ceremony is no longer as elaborate as It
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used to be, because the worshIppers are mamly old pe~ .

This change of attitude can be attributed to two mam

reasons: 0

Today the average Nigerian, unlike his forefathers, IS
Other a Christian or a Moslem. The teaching of these
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religions condemned the Sogba cu as prImItIve an

aganistic and strongly warned their members that they
ph Id have nothing to do with the followers of Sogba cult.
s ouSecondly, there are now modern medical facilities.

h N° erlanwithin the reach of everyone, so that t e average I~

today considers it a waste of timeand money consultmg

the Sogba priest. .
As things stand today the Sogba cult cannot surVIve

the next decade because modern civilisation has infl~enced
the average Nigerian to dismiss the religious :vorshlp of

i ancestors as rimitive and irrational rubbIsh.

enya is a cOWltry that enjoys a great deal of variation.
The variations vary from Kenya '8 own geographical conditions
to her own peoples with their different dialects, behaviour
and customs. One agreed custom with almost all tribes in
Kenya is the desire for all young men to be circumcised.

Circumcision is an old custom. Belief in it is inherited
from the ancient jews, an inheritance that is spreading
not only to the larger group of Kenya's population but to many
other parts of the world.

Kenya has both Christian and Moslem citizens. The
Christians have no forced obligations for their members to be
circumcised. The Moslems have a compulsion for all their
religious members to be circumcised, a compulsion that is
circumstantially Jewish. We the Kenyans admit it as is
handed over to us, by our forefathers who unknowingly
appreciated value.

Crrcumcision is not only a climatical matter but a sign
of maturity. From the point of view of climate, Kenya stands
astride the Equator and therefore directly under the burning
sun. Kenya is therefore supposed to be a very hot country,
all the year round.

Nobody can manage to live all the year round in such a
clifllate uncircumcised. The dirt that surrounds that skin
which covers the head of the penis is not only offensive to
the owner of the unc ircumc ised body but a pure sign of
unwantedness in the tropic s.

I am not criticising the tribes of Kenya that do not
circumcise their youths, but merely commenting on. what
is essentially Kenya's culture.

Everyone wants to feel proud at the event of his or her
maturity. True it is that when one matures, one needs to be


